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A B S T R A C T
T he au th o r studies reciprocity equivalence and  the  wild set of a  reciprocity 
equivalence. He proves th a t  if tw o algebraic num ber fields K  and  L  are reci­
procity  equivalent then  th ere  exists a  reciprocity  equivalence betw een them  
w ith an infinite wild set. In p articu la r, th e re  always exists a  self-equivalence 
w ith an infinite wild set on any algebraic num ber field. Even though  a  wild set 
of an equivalence can be infinite, he proves th a t  its D irichlet density  is always 
zero.
T he s tru c tu re  of a  reciprocity equivalence is exam ined. He proves th a t the 
bijection on prim es determ ines the group isom orphism  on global square classes 
in an equivalence. Indeed he proves m ore. Namely, if ( f i , 7 \ )  an d  ( t j , T j ) are 
reciprocity  equivalences from K  to  L  and  the bijections T\ and  T? on prim es 
agree on a  set of D irichlet density  bigger th an  zero, then  the  global square 
class group  isom orphism s 11 and  ( 2  agree everyw here, and  T\ agrees w ith T 2  
a t every noncom plex prim e.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
In 1937 W itt [W] showed th a t  th e  collection of all quad ra tic  form s over 
a  given field F  form s a  ring. Today th is ring  is called the  W itt ring of F  
and  is denoted  by W { F ) .  T he s tudy  of quad ra tic  form s over fields has largely 
becom e an investigation of W itt rings. Recently Perlis, Szym icsek, C onner, and 
Litherl&nd investigated  th e  W itt rings associated  to  algebraic num ber fields. 
They proved th a t  two num ber fields K  and  L  have isom orphic W itt rings if 
and  only if the  fields are reciprocity equivalent, which is defined as follows.
Two algebraic num ber fields, K  and  L, are reciprocity equivalent when 
th e re  is a  1 to  1 correspondence
T  : f i/f  —* Q l
betw een the  set Off of prim es of K  and  th e  set Of, of prim es of L , an d  a  group 
isom orphism
t : K * j K * 7 ar L m/ L * 7 
of global square classes such th a t H ilbert sym bols are preserved; th a t is
(a ,b )p  =  (fa , tb ) rp
for every P  in Off and a,fc in K * / K * 7. We call th e  pair of m aps ( f ,T )  a 
reciprocity equivalence.
Let P  denote a  finite prim e of K .  W hen ( t , T )  preserves P -o rd ers, i.e., 
when
ordp^a)  =  ordTp(to-) (m od 2)
for each a in K ^ / K * 7  ^ th en  we say th a t ( f ,T )  is tam e a t P.  O therw ise ( f ,T )  
is wild a t P.  T h e  wild get of th e  reciprocity equivalence ( t , r )  is th e  collection 
of all finite prim es P  where ( f ,T )  is wild. If th e  wild set is em pty, we say th a t 
th e  reciprocity equivalence ((, T*) is tam e.
In her d isserta tion  C arp en ter [C] has proved th a t  if K  and  L  are reciprocity 
equivalent, th en  there  exists a  reciprocity equivalence betw een th em  w ith a 
finite wild set. C a rp en te r’s result begs th e  question : can  th ere  exist reciprocity 
equivalences w ith  infinite wild sets, and  if so ju s t how infinite can  wild sets 
be? M y first resu lt is th a t if K  and  L  are reciprocity  equivalent, th en  there  
exists a  reciprocity  equivalence between them  w ith an  infinite wild set. Since 
any num ber field K  is always equivalent to  itself by le tting  bo th  i and  T  be 
identity  m aps, it follows th a t  th ere  always exists a  (different) self-equivalence 
(* i, 2"i) on  A' w ith an infinite wild set.
In  o rder to  quantify  how big the  wild set can  be, we recall the  following 
definition. Let P  be a  finite prim e of K  and  let N p  denote th e  norm  of P , th a t 
is, th e  index of P  in th e  ring O k  of algebraic integers of K . If M  is a  set of 
prim es of A", th en  we define 6 ( M ) the Dirichlet density  of M  to  be
l:_
.L1? . — —
provided th a t the  lim it exists. My second resu lt is th a t  th e  wild set of a 
reciprocity equivalence always has a Dirichlet density, and  th a t  th is density is 
always zero. In  o ther w ords, a  wild set can be fin ite or infinite, b u t when it is 
infinite, it is always “th in .”
T hen  we tu rn  to  the  s tru c tu re  of a  reciprocity  equivalence ( t , T ). T he 
question arises : in w hat sense are t and  T  dependen t on each o ther?  Perlis, 
Szymiczek, C onner, and  L itherland show th a t th e  square class m ap  t d e te r­
m ines the m ap  of prim es T  (up  to  an  a rb itra ry  p erm u ta tio n  of th e  com plex 
prim es). As m y final resu lt, I show the  converse: T  determ ines t. In  fact, I 
show som ew hat m ore. If (< i,T i) and (<2 >Ta) are reciprocity equivalences from
vi
K  to  L  and  if T%P =  T ^ P  for every prim e P  in a  set M  of prim es in fl/c of 
D irichlet density  bigger th a n  zero, then  t \  — < 2  identically, an d  T\ — T% except 
possibly a t  th e  com plex prim es of K .
C H A P T E R  1 
S u m m a r y  o f  P r e v io u s  R e s u l t s
This section contains a  sum m ary  of results from  th e  paper [PJ th a t will 
be used in th is d isserta tion . Let P  be a prim e, finite or infinite, of the  num ber 
field K , and  let K p  denote the com pletion of K  a t P. Let ( t , T )  be a reciprocity 
equivalence from  K  to  L.  T he following is Lem m a 1 of [P]:
L e m m a  1: 1. T here are local symbol preserving isom orphism s
t P : K*P / h p 2 -* L*t p / L ^ p  
for P  € fife m aking the  following diagram  com m ute:
K* I K ' 2 — . K p / K p 2
t l  \ t P
U  f l ' 2 —-  LppfL'rpp
2. T he m ap  T  sends real prim es to real prim es, complex prim es to complex 
prim es, dyadic prim es to dyadic prim es, and  finite nondyadic prim es to finite 
nondyadic prim es.
Let S  be a  finite set of prim es of K.  T hen 5  is said to  be sufficiently large 
when S  contains all real and dyadic prim es of K  and when the  class num ber 
of the  ring
O s = { X  e K \o r d P ( X )  >  0 for all prim es P  of K  outside of 5} of S-integers 
is odd . (To insure th a t  the  la tte r  condition holds, add  to S  any set of prim e 
generato rs of the Sylow 2 —subgroup of the  ideal class group of A".) Let Us  he 
the group of units of Os-  T h a t is,
1
2Us = {A” 6 K \ o r d p ( X ) =  0 for all primes P  of K  outside of S}. We define an 
5  —equivalence from K  to L  to consist of the following:
1. a  bijection T  from a sufficiently large set S  of primes of A  to a  suffi­
ciently large set T S  of primes of L;
2 . a group isomorphism
i s  : U s / V l  -  Ut s / V ^ s
3. for each prime P  of S  a  symbol preserving isomorphism
i P : K*p /K*pz L*t p { L $ p
4. a commutative diagram
U s / V l  d,°° n  A7./A7?
P € S
<si i n
P G S
I ' T s / l ' f s  —  I I  L't p / I -t p
P G S
W hen we want to deemphasize the set 5 ,  we call an 5 —equivalence a small 
equivalence.
The following results will be im portan t in the sequel. They appear as 
Lemma 6 and Theorem 1, respectively, in jP].
L e m m a  2: Let 5  be a sufficiently large set of primes of K . Then the map
V s / U l ^  n  K'P ! K #
P G S
is injective.
T h e o re m  1 : An 5 —equivalence from A to L  can be extended to a 
reciprocity equivalence th a t  is tame outside of 5.
C H A P T E R  2 
P r e l i m i n a r y  R e s u l t s  
Let F  be an algebraic num ber field and let M  be a  set of primes of F.
T h e  na tu ra l density of M  is defined to  be
t- N um ber of finite PeAf with Np<n 
n —»oo N um ber of finite P  of F with Nr <n
provided th a t  the  limit exists.
It is well-known th a t  when the  na tu ra l density exists, then the  Dirichlet density 
also exists and  the  two densities are equal (see (L], p. 167). Hence, Dirich­
let density generalizes na tu ra l density. In this d isserta tion, we will only be 
concerned with Dirichlet density, and will call it density.
The terminology almost all elements of  M  signifies : except possibly on a 
subset of M  of density 0. Using this terminology we define 
G { M )  = { X  € F ‘ / F * 7 such th a t  A' -  1 in F f , / F f ?  for almost all P  in A/}. 
O ur main goal of this section is to prove the following Lemma.
M a in  L e m m a :  If G ( M )  is an infinite set, then the  density of M  is zero. 
We observe the  following Fact.
F a c t  1 : The num ber of subgroups of index 2 of a  group G  is precisely the 
num ber of nontrivial homomorphisrns from G  onto  Z  j 2 Z  which is equal to
\ # H o m { G , Z ! 2 Z ) ) - \ .
Setting G =  ( Z / 2 Z ) k and observing Z j 2 Z )fe, Z / 2 Z ) =  2*, we
obtain
F a c t  2: T he num ber of nontrivial homomorphisrns from ( Z / 2 Z )  onto 
Z / 2 Z  is 2* -  1.
Now let F  be an algebraic num ber field. Since F* f  F * 2 is an infinite group,
3
4for any natural number k there exist square classes
X \ , X 2, ..., Xk  in F * / F *2 such tha t  >Vi, X?,  X t  are linearly independent 
over Z / 2 Z .  The following lemma is elementary, but plays a  crucial role in what 
follows, so we give a  complete proof.
L e m m a  3: 1. F{yfa)  = F ( \A )  if and only if a = b in F * / F *2
2. If X i , . . . , X k  £ F * / F *2 are linearly independent over Z / 2 Z , then 
[F (v / I7 , . . . ,  y /Xl )  : F |  =  2k where X t £ X< for 1 < i < k.
P ro o f :  If a and b represent the same square class, then certainly adjoining 
their square roots to F  produces the same quadratic extension. Converserly, 
suppose these quadratic extensions are equal. If b is a square in F  then so is 
a, in which case a  and b represent the trivial square class. Suppose tha t  b is 
not a square in F. Then 1, y/b forms an F-basis of F(\/fr), so y/a =  c 4- d\ fb  for 
some c, d in F. Squaring then gives o = c2 + d2b 4- 2cd\/b.  It follows th a t  either 
c or d is 0. If d = 0, then y /a  -  c lies in F, contrary to assumption. So c = 0, 
from which it follows tha t  y/a = dx^b, which means tha t  o and 6 represent the 
same square class. This proves 1.
Let G be the Galois group of F( y/X7, / X k ) / F .  The top field is the
coinpositum of k subfields, each of degree 2 over the base field, so the Galois 
group G is an elementary 2-group of order 2J for some number j  < k.  It is to 
be shown th a t  j  — k.  By Galois theory, the number of quadratic extensions 
of F  contained in the top field equals the number of subgroups of index 2 in 
G — { Z j 2 Z y  which equals 2J -  1 by Fact 2. However, for each of the 2^ — 1 
non- trivial choices of vectors (<ii,..., a t )  £ { Z [ 2 Z ) k the elements
X ° l
5represent pairwise distinct square classes. So by part 1 of this lemma, adjoining 
their square roots to F  produces 2k — 1 distinct quadratic extensions of F  
contained in the top field. Hence, j  = k,  proving the lemma.
. L e m m a  4: Let A  be a set of primes of a num ber field such th a t  there exist 
sets of primes A n for every natural number n whereby A  is almost contained 
in A n for each n and lim #{/!„) -  0. Then $(A)  = 0 .
n —* oc
P ro o f :  Fix a natural number k.  Then there exists a natura l number n such 
tha t  £(An ) < Also there exists a set B„ of density 0 such tha t  A C A n \JBn - 
Let c > 0 be such that />(An ) + t < j p  Then there exists a f  > 0 such th a t  if 
1 < s < then
E
f i n i t e  P £ A „
l° s i  i h )
and the similar expression with A n replaced by B n being less than Since 
A c  A n U B n, and by the triangle inequality, it follows th a t  if 1 < s < 8, then
£  <*#>>- 
f i n i t e  P t  A
l°9i r r  >
i
< ~k.
Since lim 1 = 0 ,  it follows that 6(.4) exists and equals 0. This proves Lemma
4.
Let E  and F  be algebraic num ber fields such tha t E  is a finite normal 
extension of F  of degree n.  Recall tha t  if P \ , P 2 , --iPg arc the distinct finite 
primes of E  which lie over P ,  a finite prime of F ,  then G a / ( F |F )  the Galois 
group of E  over F  acts transitively on P \ , P 2, Pg. Fix t where 1 < t < g
6and define G Pl the  decomposition group of Px to  be the  stabilizer of P, in 
G a l {E \ F )  . That is, G P, =  {a  G G fl /(F |F ) |( r (P i)  =  P<}. Since Ga l {E \F )  acts 
transitively on { P ( , P 2, ..., P 9}, if P} and Pj are elements of { P i , P 2 , P ff }, 
then there  exists some cr e  G a l ( E \ F )  such th a t  <r~1Gp}<r =  Gp , . If G al ( E\ F)  
is abelian, then G Pj — Gpt and we denote G Pf by Gp.
T he following is a  collection of well-known facts from Algebraic Num ber 
Theory.
Let E , F ,  n, and  P , P i , P 2, ..., P g be as above.
F a c t  3: (a) If P  is unramified in E,  then Gp,  is cyclic for 1 <  i < g and 
is canonically generated by the  Frobenius au tom orphism , denoted a Pi.
(b) There  are only finitely m any primes which ramify in E  over F ,  and 
they are precisely the  ones which divide the  discriminant of E  over F .
(c) Let t be fixed such th a t  1 <  i < g and  e and /  respectively denote the 
ramification index and inertial degree of P, over P .  Then both  c and /  are 
independent of i, e f g  =  n and \ EP, : Fp] =  e f .
C e b o t a r e v ’s D e n s i ty  T h e o r e m :  If r  is a  fixed element of G a f (F |F ) ,  
then there exists an unramified finite prime P  of F  and a  finite prime Pi of E  
lying over P  such that r  =  <rPi . In addition, the  set of all finite primes P  of F  
such th a t  there  exists a  finite prim e Pi of E  lying over P  with <j Px equal to r  
has density given by
# conjugates of r in
#Gni( E|F)
The following is an im m ediate corollary.
S p e c ia l  C a s e  o f  C e b o t a r e v ’s D e n s i ty  T h e o r e m :  Let r  be as above. 
If Ga l {E \ F)  is abelian, then the density of all finite primes P  of F  such th a t
7there exists a finite prime Pi of E  lying over P  with r  =  trpt is equal to
1
L e m m a  5: Let E  be a finite normal abelian extension of degree n of the 
num ber field F.  If P  is a finite prime of F,  then G p  is trivial if and only if P  
splits completely.
P r o o f :  If G p  is trivial, then the number of elements in the orbit of a 
finite prime Pi of  E  lying over P  is ^ — n > an ^ hence P  splits
completely. Conversely if P  splits completely, then n = th e  num ber of elements 
in the orbit, of Pi — =■ j^ry- Hence |G p | =  1 and G p  is trivial,
proving the Jemma.
By the Special Case of Cebotarev’s Density Theorem with r  ^ identity  
and by Lemm a 5, we have the following corollary.
C o ro l la ry :  The density of all the finite primes of F  which split completely
*n & ' s |<?a/(F|Pj| ■
M a in  L e m m a :  Let M  be a set of primes of a number field F.  If G ( M )  — 
{ X  e F* j F *1 such that X  ~ \ in F p j F p 2 for almost all primes P  in A/} is 
infinite, then A/ has density zero.
P r o o f :  Let Jfc be a natural number. By Lem m a 3, there exist X i , X i , X *  
in G { M ) such th a t  the extension Ek — F { ^ X \ ,  s / X 2 , . . . ,  \ /X t )  has degree 
\Ek ‘ F) — 2fc, where X , is any representative of X ,. Let Dk  be the set of finite 
primes of F  th a t  split completely in Ek.
We assert tha t  Af is almost contained in Dk-
For this, fix k and let i and j  be such tha t  1 < t, j  < k.  Also let S,  be 
the set of all primes P  of Af for which X ,  is not a square in Fp  and let S } be 
the set of all finite primes of F  th a t  ramify in Ej .  Since any finite collection
sof primes has density zero, Fact 3 (b) shows each Sj  has density zero. Since 
each S,  has density zero, and  since any finite union of sets of density zero has 
density zero, then
k k
s  =  d j s i ) u ( y  Sj )
.=1 j —j
has density zero. Let P  be a finite prime in M  — S  and let Pi  be a finite 
prime of Ek  th a t  lies over P.  Since X{ is a square in Fp  for 1 <  i <  k,  
{ Ek )Pl =  \ / ^ 2> ■■■* = Fp'  By Fact 3 (c) P  splits completely in
Ek,  and hence M  is almost contained in £>*. By the Corollary to Lemma 5,
6(£>t) =  . By Lemma 4 the density of M  is zero, proving the lemma.
C H A P T E R  3 
M a in  R e s u l ts  : P a r t  1
O ur goal in this chapter is to prove th a t  if two num ber fields are reciprocity 
equivalent then  there  exists a  reciprocity equivalence between them  with an 
infinite wild set and th a t  any wild set has density zero. The zero density of a 
wild set is a  consequence of the  Main Lem m a and the  following Fact.
F a c t  4: Let K  be an algebraic num ber field and  let P  be a  prim e of A".
(a) If P  is finite and nondyadic then  A 'p/A 'pZ has exactly 4 representatives: 
1 , u p ,  Trp, n p u p  where u p  is a local nonsquare unit of the integers of K p  and 
7rp is a local uniformizing param ete r  of P.
(b) If P  is dyadic, then K p / K p  has order 2d+2 where d = \ K p  : Qi].
(c) If P  is real infinite, then A p / A p 2 has precisely 2 representatives : 1 
and - 1 .
(d) If P  is a complex infinite prime, then  A p /A 'p  is trivial.
L e m m a  6 : An element A" in A'* is a local square at every wild prime of 
( / , X)  with at most finitely m any exceptions,
P r o o f :  Suppose not. T hen, since X  is locally a  unit a t  all but finitely 
many primes, there is an infinite set C  of finite nondyadic wild primes of K  
such th a t  X  is locally a non-square unit at every prim e in C .  Applying the 
square class m ap  t then shows that t X  is locally the square class of a local 
prim e element a t  T P  for an infinite set of primes T P  of L.  This is impossible, 
proving the  lemma.
T h e o r e m  A: If { i , T )  is a reciprocity equivalence from K  to X, then the 
density of its wild set is zero.
P r o o f :  Let Af be the wild set of ( / ,X) .
9
10
We assert, th a t  G { M )  is equal to  the infinite group K * / K * 2.
The inclusion G(Af) C K * / K * 2 is clear. Conversely, take X  in K * / K *2 
and  let X  be an element of  X .  By Lem m a 6 with the  possible exception of 
a finite subset of M , X  is a local square at every element of Af. Thus X  lies 
in G ( M ) .  Hence G ( M ) is infinite and so by the Main Lemma, M  has density 
zero, proving Theorem  A.
L e m m a  7: If S  is a finite set of primes containing the  infinite primes of 
a num ber field A', then  U s / ^ s  injects into A */A'*2 .
P r o o f :  Define a hom om orphism  a  from Us  into K * / K m2 by a ( u )  =  ti 
mod A'*2 for ti in Us.  Since U s 2 is contained in the  kernel of a ,  a  can be 
considered to  be a  hom om orphism  from V s / U s 2 into K *  f K * 2. If it in U s / U s 2 
is an element of the  kernel of a  and  n 6 u, then for some y  € A'*, u =  y2. 
Hence for every prime P  not in 5 ,  0 = or dp(v )  = o r d p ( y 3) =  2ordp(y) ,  and 
so ordp{y)  = 0. T hus y £ U s , u £ U s 2 and a  is an injection. Thus we have 
proved the lemma.
We now recall the following from (PJ.
T h e o r e m  1: Let S  be a  sufficiently large set and K  and  L be algebraic 
num ber fields. Then an 5  —equivalence from A* to  L can be extended to a 
reciprocity equivalence th a t  is tam e outside of S.
After s ta ting  Theorem  1 in [PJ, the following s ta tem en t is proved (see [P]).
L e m m a  8: Let (f, T )  be a reciprocity equivalence between two num ber 
fields K  and  L with a t m ost a finite wild set W t and let 5  be a sufficiently 
large set of primes of K  containing W . If T S  is also sufficiently large, then 
restricted to  U s / U g  is an S — equivalence.
Let A be a multiplicative group. Then we define the  rank of A  to  be the
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smallest num ber of generators of A.  If no finite set of elements of A  generates 
A, then we define the rank of A  to be oo.
L e m m a  0: If 5  is a finite set of primes containing all infinite primes of a 
num ber field and T  = S  U {P}  for some prime P  not in 5 ,  then rank of Ut  S  
rank of l rs +  1 .
P ro o f :  Let a  be an element of Ut  such th a t  ordp{a)  is minimal and 
bigger than or equal to 1 .
We assert th a t  Ut  ~  U s x < o >•
Namely, let X  = y a k where y £ U s  and k € Z.  If Fo is 8. prime of
K  not in T,  then ordp„(X)  =  ordp„(y) 4- kordp„(a'j — 0 + k  • 0 =  0. Thus
X  is in Ut-  Let a € U t  and let X = ordp(a).  By the Division Algorithm
there exist positive integers m and r such th a t  X = m • ordp(a)  +  r where
0 < r < ordp(a) .  Since r = ordp(~r,7 ) and by definition of q, r  =  0 and so 
o r d p( a ) = m • orrfp(a) — orrfp (om ). Hence ordp(a  * a " m) =  0, and since Ut  
is a group, ord * , ( « • «  —  ) =  0 . Thus a ■ a  m 6 T s  and so there exists some (3 
in Us such that a = f i a m . Hence Ut  — U s ’x < > and so rank of Ut  S  rank
of Us> proving the lemma.
L e m m a  10: Let 5 ^  denote the set of infinite primes of the number field 
A \ Then Us^  has finite rank.
P ro o f :  Let a be in K*.  Then a 6 Us^ if ®«d only if ordp(a)  =  0 for 
every finite prime P  of which is true if and only if a O x  = O k  where O ^  
denotes the ring of integers of A', which is true if and only if o is a unit in 
O k - By Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem, the units of O k  have finite rank, proving 
the lemma.
From the last two lemmas we arrive at the following corollary.
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F i r s t  C o ro lla ry :  If 5  is a  finite set of primes of K  containing all infinite 
primes, then Us  is finitely generated.
The following corollary follows immediately.
S e c o n d  C o ro lla ry : If S  is as above, then U s / U s  is finitely generated.
Let us recall the following fact concerning sufficiently large sets of a num ­
ber field K . If 5  is a finite set of primes containing all real and dyadic primes 
of A', then to insure that S  is sufficiently large add to 5  any set of prime gener­
ators of the Sylow 2 —subgroup of the idea! class group of A \ Any sufficiently 
large set containing such a set of prime generators will be called specially 
sufficiently large. The following lemma is now immediate.
L e m m a  1 1 : If Si is a specially sufficiently large set of primes of a number 
field K  and £2 is a finite set of primes of A containing S i,  then S2 is also 
specially sufficiently large.
F a c t  5: Let P  be a  finite nondyadic prime of a number field A and let 
u be a nonsquare unit of the integers of K p  and w be a local uniformizing 
param eter of P.  Then ( ti ,u )p  = 1, ( t t ,u )p  =  —1, (u t t ,u )p  = —1. Moreover 
( t t ,7t)p  — 1 if and only if —1 is a square in Kp* f  K p ’.
L e m m a  12: If S' is a  specially sufficiently large set of primes of a num ­
ber field K , then there exists a small equivalence ( fs t ,F )  from U s ^ / U ^  onto 
where Si = S  U {Fo} for some finite nondyadic prime Fo outside of 
S  and where { t s1}T)  is defined as follows:
1. #5 , is the identity m ap on Us , / Ug  .
2 . T  is the identity m ap on S i .
3. For every prime P  in S  the  local map t p  of ( f a , , ? 1) is the identity on
K p / K j ? .
1 3
4. The local m ap  ipa : K p tJ K p n —» K p Qj K mpn is defined by (p„(l)  = 1, 
fp(,<«0) = f Pn( and tpn(uo7r0) = «o where u 0 denotes tip, and
tto denotes n pn.
P ro o f :  By the Second Corollary to Lemma 10, there exist a j , a 2 , - - t a n 
in A which generate Us/U§.  Let L s  denote the composite of the fields 
A'( v ^ i ), A*( y/a2), A'(v/a n + i ) where a n + i =  - 1 .  By the Corollary to Lemma 
5 and since any finite set of primes has density zero, there exist infinitely many 
primes of K  which split completely in Ls .  Now let Pq be one such finite 
nondyadic prime. If Pi is a prime of A'(\/fl;) tha t lies over Pq, then we know 
that A*( y/a,}p  =  and hence 1 = [A'(\/«i)p, : #Pol =  |A >b(\A i)  :
A>n]. Thus for 1 < i < n + 1, a, is a square at Pq. Let Si — S  U {Po} and 
let be as in the statement of this claim. Hence the following diagram
commutes:
U s , / V 2Sl ^  n  K p / K ?
p e s ,
1 J
U s J U l  ^  n  K t / K p
P€ S \
where the two unidentified maps are identities.
By Fact 5 we have the following Hilbert symbol equalities:
( U o , U o ) p M — ( U o , U o ) p n(tio,  *0 )pt| ~  (no^o i )p (1
and (uo,x*o)p)l = (u o, tco )p(, (Tro, )p, — (no^oi )pn*
From the two equalities above and the definition of the group isomorphism fpn,
fp, clearly preserves Hilbert symbols. By Lemm a 11 Si  is sufficiently large,
and hence ( / s ^ T )  is a small equivalence, proving the lemma.
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T he  following lemma is clearly true.
L e m m a  13: (a) Let ( t i , T i )  and ( /2,T 2) respectively be small equivalences 
from U s / V s  onto U ^ s / U ^ s  ant* from ^ T j s / ^ f j S  °n to  ^TjT, s / ^ f ar , s  wherf 
S, Tj 5  and T?S  are respectively sufficiently large sets of num ber fields K , L  and 
M . Then  (f 2 ° *i i T2 o T i ) is an S  — equivalence.
(b) If P  is a  wild prime of ( f j ,T i )  and T \ P  is a  tam e prime of 
then P  is a  wild prime of (#2 o , Tz o T \ ). Also if P  is a  tam e prime of (# i, T \ ) 
and T\ P  is a wild prime of (^2 , T2 ), then P  is a wild prime of ((2 o , T2 o T \ ).
L e m m a  14: Let { t , T )  be reciprocity equivalence from the num ber field 
K  to the  number field L  with a  wild set W  comprised of n  elements (where 
n can be zero). Suppose th a t  S  and T S  are respectively specially sufficiently 
large sets of primes of K  and L and that S  contains W . Then there exists 
a  prime Pq of K  outside of S\  a set of primes Si = S  U {Po} and a small 
equivalence ( f s ^ T s i )  from P s ,  / Pj;, on*° P r s ,  / P r s ,  satisfying the following 
properties:
1. ( t s l ,!Ts1} has exactly n +  1 wild primes;
2. {tS t >TS l ) restricted to Us /Ug  is precisely ( ^ T )  restricted to U$/Ug.
P ro o f :  By Lemma 8 ( f ,T )  restricted to P s / P |  is an S -  equivalence
onto Ut s f l JTS'  Lemma j 2 there exists a prime Pq of A' outside of S  such 
tha t  if Si  = S U { P0 } (and hence T S i  = T S  U {TPo}), then there exists a 
small equivalence (<rst ,P )  from P r S t / P ^ s ,  onto P r S t /^ T S ,  which satisfies 
properties 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Lemma 12. By Lemma 13 if we let ((5 , ,T i)  
denote ( t r s ,  o f , T  o T)  from P s , / P s ,  onto P t S i / P t s ,  1 ^ e n  is an
5 i-equ iva lence  with exactly n + 1 wild primes. Since Us Q P s ,  and by 
definition of (fs i,P i)>  property 2 of this lem m a is satisfied. Hence we have
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established the lemma.
L e m m a  15: Let ( t , T )  be a reciprocity equivalence from K  to L with a 
finite wild set W .  Let P i , P2 1 P3 , denote an ordering of the rational primes 
and for every natural number n, let A n and B n respectively denote the set 
of all primes of K  and L which contain p„. Then there exist two sequences 
{ 5 n } ^ j  and { T S n}^L j of specially sufficiently large sets of primes respectively
n n
of K  and L such tha t S n contains U  A,  and TS„  contains B, ,  and if i <  j ,
1=1 t= J
then 5, C Sj  and TS, C T S } . Moreover there exists a sequence of small 
equivalences h  where ( in , T n ) is a S n — equivalence whose wild set
is comprised of at least n primes satisfying the following property:
1. If i < j , then restricted to Us, /Vs ,  ' s precisely (L ,T ,).
P ro o f :  We will prove the lemma by induction. Let C  be a  finite set of 
primes which generates the Sylow 2 -su b g ro u p  of the ideal class group of A\ 
Define So, a  set of primes of A', to be the union of all infinite primes, dyadic 
primes and the set C.  Similarly define So, a set of primes of L , to be the 
union of all infinite primes, dyadic primes and a set D,  where D  generates 
the Sylow 2 —subgroup of the ideal class group of L.  By Lem m a 11 any finite 
set of primes containing either So or So is specially sufficiently large. Let 
Si =  So U T ^ ' lS o  U B i ) U  W ' U i 4 , .  By Lemma 14 there exists a prime P0 of 
A' outside of Si ,  a set Si = Si U {P o }  and a small equivalence ( t s ^ T i )  from 
V s x/V% onto Ut s x/ U t s x which has at least one wild prime. Since Si contains 
Ai  and T S i contains B \ , the lemma is true for n = 1.
Assume that the lemma is true for n. By Theorem 1 extend ( tn i?n )  
to a reciprocity equivalence ( t , T )  from K  to L  tha t  is tam e outside of S„. 
Let Sn+ 1 = S n U j4„+i U f - M f ln  + i). By Lemma 14 there exists a  prime
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Pn+j of K  outside of 5 n+ i ,a  set S n + 1 =  S n+ i  U {P„+i} and a  small equiva­
lence ( /n + ^ T n + i)  from Usn. J V %  °n to  / ^ l ; ,  which has a t least
n +  1 '  s n + 1  T S n + i
n + 1 wild primes and which satisfies the following property: (fn + i ,T n+ i)  re­
stricted to ( / -  /f/2. is precisely (f, T) restricted to U-z (U~ ■ Hence
*n + i 5B + i ’ **i-n 5. +1
( /„ 4 i t r n + 1) restricted to Usm/Us„ is exactly ( ( „ ,T „). Since S„+i 2 S „ l M n + i 
and Tn j ^  T'nSfi U +1) the lem m a is true for n "f 1* Hy induction the
lem m a is valid.
T h e o r e m  B: If K  is reciprocity equivalent to L, then there exists a 
reciprocity equivalence between them with an infinite wild set.
P r o o f :  Let { t , T )  be a reciprocity equivalence from K  to L.  If the wild 
set W  of ( t ,T )  is infinite, then this theorem is true, So assume th a t  W  is at 
most finite and employ the notation the notation of the previous lemma.
We define the reciprocity equivalence (foi^o) from K  to L by the following 
procedure. Let d  be an element of K* / K * 7 and let q be a representative of 
q. Since S m 3  j4, for m  €  N  and only finitely many primes of K  divide
a ,  a  (E V s„ for some natural number n. By Lemma 7 we can consider d  in 
K* j K * 7 to be an element of Us„ / ^s„  ■ ket n ® ke smallest positive integer 
such tha t  a € UsniJ V \ ^  . Define /o(«) — fn„(d) considered as an element of 
L* j L *7. Note tha t  to is clearly well-defined.
Let P  be a prime of K .  Then P  contains some rational prime p„ and 
thus P  6  S n- Let I be the smallest positive integer such tha t P  6 5j. Define 
To{P)  = T((P) and note that T0 is clearly well-defined.
We assert th a t  the m ap 10 is an isomorphism.
Namely, let x ty  be elements of K* /  K * 2 and let m  be a  positive integer such 
tha t r , p  and x y  are elements of Us,„/Vs  • By 1 in Lemma 15, fo(x) —
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#o(y) =  *m(y) and iofry) =  Since fm is a homomorphism, to is also.
Suppose th a t  x  is in the kernel of to and let r  be the smallest positive 
integer such th a t  x € V s r / V \  . Since #r is injective, to is injective. Let z be in 
L* j L * 2 and let a be the smallest positive integer such tha t z G Ut„s a •
Since t a is surjective, to is also. Hence to is an isomorphism.
We assert th a t  To is a bijection.
Namely, let Pn be a prime of L.  Then Po contains some rational prime 
p n and hence Po <= TnS n . Let m be the smallest integer such th a t  Po (E TmSm 
and let P\ — T “ l (^o)* Then T0(P i)  = Po and thus T0 is surjective. Let P2 
and P3 be primes of K  such that To(Pj) =  To(Ps), and let b be a positive 
integer such tha t  P i and P3 are both elements of Si,. By 1 in the Lemma 15, 
Tb(Pz)  = Tfc(P3) and since Tj, is a bijection, P2 =  P s . Hence T0 is a bijection.
We assert tha t  (f0,T 0) preserves Hilbert symbols.
Namely, let a and b be elements of A'*/A’*2, P  be a prime of A', and 
n be a positive integer such that a and 6 are elements of Us„/Vs„ and P  
is an element of S„.  By Theorem 1 ( t n,T n ) can be extended to a  reciprocity 
equivalence (to,To) from K  to L , which in particular preserves Hilbert symbols. 
Hence (a,fe)p  = (fo (a),ro(b))~ p = (fn( a ) , / n(M )r ,P  = ( M « ) t and 
thus (to, To) preserves Hilbert symbols.
Since (/„ , Tn ) contains at least n wild primes and (to,To) is an extension 
of ( tn ,T„), ( to,To)  possesses infinitely many wild primes. By our assertions 
(fotTo) is a reciprocity equivalence from K  to L  with an infinite wild set. Hence 
the theorem is established.
C H A P T E R  4 
M a in  R e s u l t s  : P a r t  2
O ur goal in this chapter is to prove the following theorem.
T h e o r e m  C: Let ( f i , 7 i )  and (#2,T 2) be reciprocity equivalences from K  
to L.
1. If ti =  <2i then Tj = T2 except possibly at the complex primes of K .
2. If T iP  — T2 P  for every P  in a set M  of primes of K  where the density
of M  is bigger than zero, then 7\ — T2 except possibly at the complex primes 
of A\
If P  is a prime of A', let A’p denote the completion of K  with respect to 
P  and Oj(r denote the integers of K p .  I11 addition, let us recall the Approxi­
m ation Theorem for pairwise inequivalent valuations.
A p p r o x i m a t i o n  T h e o r e m :  Let P i ,P 2 , . . . ,P n be distinct primes of A',
| |p, be the unique valuation of Kp,  up to equivalence, X,  G K  for 
1 <  i < n, and £ > 0. Then there exists an A" G A* such th a t  jA — A , |P) < c 
for 1 <  t <  n.
C o ro l la ry :  Let Pi,  P2, P n be distinct primes of A’, X t G Kp,  for 1 <
t < n and £ > 0. Then there exists an X  £ K  such th a t  \X  — X i \ p  ^< £ for
1 <  i < n.
P ro o f :  Recall tha t  for every prime P  of A', K  is dense in A'p with respect
to | [p. Hence for 1 < t < n there exist y, G A* such th a t  |y, — X ,  I p. < !■ By
the Approximation Theorem there exists an X  in A' such tha t |A' — y j p  < §
for 1 < t < n . Hence \X — A ; |Pi < |.Y — y,\pt +  |j/i -  A , |p< < § + |  =  £. Thus
\X -  X ,  |Pt < c for 1 < i < n.
Let us recall the following Theorem [Oj.
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L o c a l  S q u a r e  T h e o r e m :  Let a  be an integer in the local field F .  Then 
there exists some ft in the integers of F  such tha t 1 +  4jtq =  (1 +  2tt/3) where 
7T is a local uniformizer of F.
C o ro l la ry :  Let P  be a finite prime of K .  Then there exists a  natural 
number n such tha t  if X  is an integer of K p  and X  =  1 mod F " ,  then X  — a1 
for some a £ K p .
P ro o f :  Suppose tha t P  is a finite nondyadic prime. Then 4 is a unit of 
O k p and hence 4 P  =  P.  By the above Theorem if X  =  1 mod P ,  then X  =  a2 
for some a £ K p  ■
Suppose that P  is a  dyadic prime. Let e be the ramification index of K p  
over Q 2. By definition of e, 2O k p — P e t and hence 2 is an element of P e. Let 
ir be a local uniformizing param eter of P.  Then 2 =  tt* - u for some unit u in 
O u r  ■ Hence 4 = n 7r * v where r  = u 2 is a unit of 0 k p , and so 4 F  =  P 2e + 1. If 
X  = 1 mod P 2t + i , then X  = 1 mod 4 F  and by the above Theorem, X  -  a2 
for some a in K p .  Thus the corollary is established.
Let P  be a finite prime, z  and y be in K p , and 0 < e < 1. We recall tha t 
lT “  Jtlp < £ means th a t  there exists a natural num ber n such that x — y is in 
P n .
L e m m a  16: Let x ,y  be in K p  where P  is a  prime of A'. There exists an 
e > 0 such tha t  if | i  -  y\p < e, then x = y  ■ a7 for some a € K p .
P ro o f :  Suppose tha t P  is complex. Since K p / K p  =  {1}, if x  and y  are 
in K p ,  then x =  y ■ a2 for some a in A'p2, and hence in this case the Claim is 
trivially true.
Suppose th a t  P  is real infinite. Then A'p is isomorphic to the real numbers 
R. Let be an isomorphism from A’p onto R  such th a t  if a £ K p ,  then
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la lp = M « )l  where | | denotes the standard  absolute value. Let e =
If |x -  y |p  < £, then both x and y are positive or both x and y are negative. 
Hence x = ya2 for some a £ A'p.
Suppose th a t  P  is a  finite prime. By the previous corollary choose n so 
that if z is in O k p and z =  1 mod P " ,  then z — a2 for some a £ A'p.
First assume th a t  x is an integer of A'p and tha t  y is a  unit of the integers 
of A'p. Choose € so tha t  if |x -  y |p < e, then x — y € P n . Hence ~ — 1 £ ^ P n . 
Since y is a unit of 0 k > ,  ^ is likewise and ^ P n =  P n ■ Thus ~ =  62 for some 
b £ A’p2 and hence x — yb2.
Secondly assume th a t  x and y are both integers of A'p neither of which is 
a  unit of O n r . Let it be a local uniforinizing param eter of P.  Then r  = n a • u, 
y -  rt13 v where > 0 and are units of Oj^p . We may assume that 
q > 0. Choose € such that if |x -  y |p < e , then x -  y € P (^ 4riJ. Since 
ira u — tt&v £ P ifi + n\  then tt^ ( ° ~ 13]u -  r )  £ P ,^ +nl. Hence ^ =  1 mod
P " .  Since q > 0 , w^0 ~/3> • is an integer of A'p, and hence exists some b £ K p  
such that 7r(a_^ t • " = 62, and so 7r<f*~^u =  vb2. Hence = ir^vb2
and thus x — yb2.
By our last two assumptions, if x and y are integers of A p ,  then there 
exists an € > 0 such th a t  if |x — y |p  < £, then x = yb2 for some 6 £ K p .
Finally assume th a t  x and y are in K p  with no further restriction. Then 
there exists an ft >  0 such that Tra x and ir°y are both  integers of A'p. Hence 
there exists an Co > 0 such that if }7rQx — f ^ y jp  < £, then n ° x  — irQyb2 for 
some b £ Kp .  Let c =  . Hence if |x -  y[p < e, then M p |x  -  y |p =
|7tq x — ir“ y |p  < Coi 80 ir° x — ^ “ yb2. Thus x — yb2 and we have estab­
lished the lemma.
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C o ro l la ry :  Let P \ , P2 , Pn be distinct primes of A' and X x be an ele­
ment of K p  for 1 < t < n. Then there exists an X  in K*  such th a t  X  — X i - a 7 
where a ,  £ A'p for 1 < t < n.
P ro o f :  By Lemm a 16 there exist £1, £3 , en such th a t  if Y{ G A'p and 
\Yi — X i \ p < £i, then Vi =  A \ a 2 for some q, £ K p t where 1 <  i <  n. By the 
Corollary to the Approximation Theorem, there exists an X  £ K  such tha t 
\X  — X i \ p  < e where e =m iniinum  of {c 1, e2, - ,£ « } •  Hence X  = X i a 7 for 
1 < i <  n , proving the corollary.
L e m m a  17: Let P  be a tam e nondyadic prime of a  reciprocity equivalence 
(C T ) from K  to L  and let u p  and i’r p  respectively be nonsquare units of O k p 
and Oi ,T r . Then tp (u p )  =  u tp -
P r o o f :  Since t p  is a local homomorphism, t p ( l )  =  1. By Fact 4(a), 
/p ( i ip )  =  rj-p , irpp or vpp ■ * T P ■ Since P  is tame, the la tte r  two possibilities 
are ruled out, and hence the lem m a is established.
C o ro l la ry :  Let ( t ,T )  be a self-equivalence on A', and define a  homomor­
phism rj from A'*/A '*2 into A * /A '*2 by rf(z) -  x t ( x )  for x  in K * / K * 7, If y is 
a fixed element of A'* /A'*2, then ij(y) = 1 in A 'p/A 'p2 for every tam e prime P  
of K  such th a t  T P  =  P  which lies outside of a finite exceptional set.
P ro o f :  Let y £ A */A'*2, y  £ y and O k  denote the integers of K .  For 
at most finitely many primes P \ , P 2, Pnx ordp[y)  ^  0. Suppose th a t  P  is a 
tam e nondyadic prime of K  such that T P  = P  which is not one of the P, where 
1 < i < n. Hence y — I in K*p /K*p or y — u P in A 'p/A 'p2. By Lemma 17 
Tj(y) = 1 ■ 1 or u p - u p  in A'p/A 'p2, and hence q(y) =  1 in A 'p/A 'p2. Since there 
are only finitely many dyadic primes of A ,  we have established the corollary.
P a c t  6 : Let P  be a  noncomplex prime of A'. Then there exist a* and y in
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K*  such tha t  the Hilbert symbol ( r , y ) p = —1.
L e m m a  18: Let ( f ,T )  be a self-equivalence on K .  If i is the identity 
m ap, then T  is also except possibly at the complex primes.
P r o o f :  Suppose th a t  the lem m a is false. Then there exists a noncomplex 
prime P  of K  such tha t  T P  is not equal to P.  By Fact 6 , there exist x 
and y in K * such th a t  ( x ,y ) p -  - 1 . By the Corollary to Lem m a 16 there 
exists an a in K*  such that a — x o 3 for some a  € A'p  and a — 1 • (32 for 
some /I in K PP. Since tp (5 )  — 1 in A'P P / A j P and ( f ,T )  preserves Hilbert 
symbols, ( a ,y ) p =  ( fa , /y )TP = 1. Since ( x ,y ) P = ( a ,y ) p = - 1 ,  we have a 
contradiction. Thus we have established the lemma.
L e m m a  19: Let ( t , T )  be a self-equivalence on A' and let rj be as before. 
Suppose th a t  the image of t/ is a finite set. Then T P  = P  for every prime P  
of K  outside of a finite exceptional set.
P ro o f :  Let {A'i, A j , ..., A'„} denote the image of 77 where each X,  is dis­
tinct for 1 < i < n. Let T P  be a finite nondyadic prime of K  such that 
or dTp (X j )  = 0 (mod 2) for 1 < i < n. Assume th a t  T P  is not equal to P . 
By the Corollary to Lemma 16, there exist a,ft in K * /AT"2 such th a t  a ~  ftp 
mod A'p2, a =  l mod A*fp , ft = up  mod A'p2, ft =  1 mod K PP. Let X s be 
q{a) and Xk  be *7(6). By Fact 5, - 1  -  (a,ft)p = ( ia , tb)TP — (A^a, A*ft)Tp = 
( 5 ,  ft )P P ( X j , f t )^.p ( 5 , X k ) p p ( - A  j > A  k )-j-p — 1 ■ 1 * X k ) j , p  =  ( A j ,  A t  ) T p .
Since o rd p p f jf i )  =  0 (mo d  2) for 1 < t < n, by Fact 5 ( X  j , X k ) TP = 1, and 
we have a contradiction. Hence T P  — P . Since ordpu{Xi )  ^  0 {m o d  2) for at 
most finitely many finite nondyadic primes P0 of K  (where X{  is fixed), and 
since there are only finitely many infinite and dyadic primes of A', we have 
established the lemma.
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L e m m a  20: Let X  be in A'* and suppose tha t  X  is a local square at all 
but possibly finitely many primes of A". Then X  is a  global square.
P r o o f :  Suppose tha t the degree of K ( \ / X )  over K  is 2. Let P  be a finite 
prime of A', P\ be a prime of K(  \ / X ) th a t  lies over P ,  e and /  respectively be 
the ramification index and inertial degree of Pi over P.
We assert tha t  P  splits completely in K { \ / X )  if and only if \ / X  E A'p.
Namely, recall th a t  P  splits completely in K ( y / X )  if and only if e /  = 1. 
Suppose tha t  e f  =  1. Since A'p( \/JY) = K (  \ / X ) p t and by Fact 3 (c), the 
degree of K p ( \ f X )  over A'p is 1. H e n c e  y / X  E K p .  Conversely if \ / X  € A'p, 
then e f  — 1 and we have proved the assertion.
By the Corollary to Lemma 5, the density of all primes of K  which split 
completely in K ( \ / X )  is Since Ar is a local square at all but possibly finitely 
many primes of A', by the assertion and since any finite set of primes has 
density zero, the density of all primes of A’ which split completely in A '( \ / ^ )  
is 1. Hence we have a contradiction, and thus K( - \ / X)  over A' is an extension 
of degree 1, Thus X  is a global square and we have proved the lemma.
L e m m a  21: Let ( t ,T )  be a self-equivalence on K  and q be as before. If 
t /  identity m ap  or T  /  identify map except possibly at the complex primes 
of A', then the image of q is infinite.
P r o o f :  We partition the finite primes of K  into three disjoint sets A>B 
and C  defined as follows: A  is comprised of all tam e primes P  of { t ,T )  such 
th a t  T P  P; B  is comprised of all tame primes P  of ( / ,T )  such that T P  -  P; 
C  is comprised of all wild primes of ( f ,T) .  Suppose th a t  the image of q is a 
finite set. By Lemma 19, A  is at most a finite set. Let X  E K * /A'*2. By the 
Corollary to Lemma 17, q( X)  = 1 in K*Pj K p  for every prime P  in B  excluding
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a finite exceptional set. By Lem m a 6 , tj( X )  = 1 in K p  /A 'p2 for every prime 
P  of C  outside of a finite exceptional set. Since K  has only finitely many 
infinite primes, f}{X) — 1 in Kpf K*p  for every prim e P  of K  outside of a 
finite exceptional set. By Lem m a 20, t;(JV) =  JC/ ( JV) — 1 in K * / K * 2 and 
hence t ( X)  =  X . Hence t = iden tity  m ap  and by Lem m a 18, T  = identity  m ap  
except possibly at the complex primes of A . Thus we have a contradiction 
and so the image of rj is an infinite set, proving the  lemma.
L e m m a  2 2 : Let ( f , r )  be a  self-equivalence on A’ and let AI  be the set of 
primes P  of K  such tha t T P  — P.  Then tj( ) £ G (M )  for every X  € K* /  K * 2.
P r o o f :  Let X  be a fixed element of K* / K * 2 and  let A  and  B  respectively 
be the  set of all tam e  and wild primes P  of ( L T )  contained in M  such tha t  
r/(JV) ^  1 in K p j K * p .  By the Corollary to  Lem m a 17, the density of A  is zero. 
By Theorem  A and since any subset of a set with density zero has density zero, 
the density of B  is zero. Since the  density of A  U B  is zero, we have established 
the  lemma.
C o r o l la ry :  Let ( t , T)  be a self-equivalence on K  and M  be the set of 
primes P  of K  such tha t  T P  — P.  If the density of M  is bigger than  zero, 
then t ^ iden ti ty  m ap  and  T  ^ id en ti ty  m ap  except possibly at the  complex 
primes of K .
P r o o f :  Suppose that t ^  identity m ap  or T  ^  identity m ap  except possi­
bly at the complex primes of K . By Lemma 21 the  image of tj is infinite. By 
the Main Lem m a and by Lem m a 22, the density of A/  is zero. Hence we have 
a contradiction, and  thus we have established the  corollary.
T h e o r e m  C: Let (f 1, T"i) and  ( )  be reciprocity equivalences from A’ 
to L.
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1. If tj — 12, then Ti -  T2 except possibly at the complex primes of A'.
2. If T i P  = T2P  for every prime P  contained in a set M  of primes of 
K  such th a t  the density of M  is bigger than  zero, then ti — t 2 and  T\ — T2 
except possibly a t the complex primes of K .
P r o o f :  Note th a t  (f^ 1 # i , T2 1T \ ) is a self-equivalence on K .  If ti — 12> 
then  =  identity m ap, and by Lem m a 18 T f l Ti = identity m ap  except
possibly at the  complex primes of A \ and  1 follows.
If T\ P  = T2P  for every prim e P  contained in a  set M  of primes of A’ such 
th a t  the density of A/ is bigger than  zero, then !T2- 17 i P  — P  for P  € M .  By 
th e  previous corollary, — identity m ap  and 7’3~ 17’i =  identity m ap  except
possibly at the  complex primes of A’, and 2 follows. Hence we have established 
the  theorem.
C o r o l la ry :  Let f t , ! 1) be a reciprocity equivalence from A' to L.  Fix two 
distinct nonconiplex prim es P , Q  of K .  Define a  new m ap  T\  on primes by 
T , (P 0 ) -  T (P 0 ) for P 0 not in {P ,Q } , T , ( P )  = T ( Q )  and T , ( Q )  = T ( P ) .  Then 
for any square class m ap  t i ,  the pair ) is not a reciprocity equivalence.
P r o o f :  If ( f j , T i )  were a reciprocity equivalence, then  by Theorem  C 
T  — T i , contrary  to the definition of T \ , proving the corollary.
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